$15.00 for Computer Lab Renewal and Replacement*

* - The first year of the STF fee cycle (2019) would include labs currently funded through the Student Tech Fee (i.e., in the STF 2014-2018 cycle), plus LabStats utilization software for those labs.

- Starting with the second year of the STF fee cycle (2020), the labs funded through STF may change, pending analysis of a comprehensive computer lab survey still in progress. LabStats funding would be adjusted as needed to cover all funded labs. Any resulting changes in lab funding would be recommended by the 2019 STF Committee and approved by the Associated Students Board of Directors by [DATE]; and communicated to lab "owners" by [DATE].

- Such a change in lab funding could also affect the STF allocation for labs, which would require adjusting other allocations to maintain the $35 fee. Any resulting changes to funding allocations also be would be recommended by the 2019 STF Committee and approved the Associated Students Board of Directors by [DATE],